INTRODUCTION
The question as to whether every square-summable non-negative sequence {a^nez could be majorized by the sequence of moduli of Fourier coefficients of a continuous function / was posed by Sidon in 1932 (see [12] ) and was answered in the affirmative only 45 years later by de Leeuw, Katznelson and Kahane [3] (in fact they proved that, in addition, the estimate ||/HC(T) ^ const(S|a^ 2 ) 112 CSLH always be ensured). This result was then refined in the author's paper [7] . It was proved in [7] , among other things, that if a^ == 0 for n < 0 then the function / in question can be chosen in such a way that its Fourier coefficients corresponding to the negative integers vanish. This suggests the following definition.
Let G be a compact abelian group with dual (discrete) group F. Suppose that Ais a Banach space of measurable functions on G such that X c: L 2^) (a set theoretic inclusion) and the natural imbedding of X to L 2 (G) is continuous. A subset E of F is said to be massive for X (or A^-massive) if there is a constant K such that for every numerical family {a^eje m ^(E) there is a function / in X with |/(Y)|^|a,| for yeE, f(y) = 0 for y^E; ( \ 112 W^K( S \a,\
\ye£ / So, the result of the author [7] mentioned above means that the set of non-negative integers Z+ is massive for the space C(T) (T is the group of the circle, T={ze C : |z|}). In fact, in [7] a stronger result was established, namely, that this set is massive for a smaller space U consisting of all functions / such that the two series ^ /(^", n^ô f(n)z n converge uniformly on T. The norm in U is defined as It is well-known that every set is massive for L^, 2 ^ p < oo (see [16] , Ch. 5, Theorem 8.6). On the other hand, not every set is massive FOURIER COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLIERS 149 for C(T) (for example, no infinite Sidon set is C(T)-massive; in particular, the geometric progression {2 n }"^o is not C(T)-massive). Thus it is natural to try to describe the sets massive for C(T) or smaller spaces (e.g., for U) or at least, to begin with, to give as many examples of such sets as possible. For the first time I heard of this general problem several years ago from Prof. J.-P. Kahane.
The starting point for the present work was the following concrete question: set £'0 = U P 2^2^] ; is EQ massive?
k^l The contents of [7] suggests that the question of massiveness of a given set E for C(T) is connected with the behaviour on the space L^T) of the corresponding multiplier ME, def (Msf)(z) = S ;(n)z" or (M^= f^, n e E H^ standing for the indicator function of E. For E to be C(T)-massive it is sufficient, e.g., that ME be of weak type (1,1) i.e. satisfy the inequality mes{\MEf\ > M ^ const?i-1 1|/||^^.
Just this consideration was used in [7] to prove that Z+ is massive. But for the above set EQ this scheme fails because Mjs is not of weak type (1,1). Incidentally, the absence of weak type implies that Md oes not act from L 1 even to the space of measurable functions with the topology of convergence in measure (since M^ commute with translations) -see [9] , [11] .
Nevertheless EQ is C(T)-massive. The proof is based on the fact that MEQ is still «L 1 -regular » to a certain extent, namely, we shall see that it satisfies the «interpolation inequality » (1) \\ME,f\\^^C\\f\\^\\ME,f\\ŵ here 1 < p < 2 and C, a, 0 < a < 1 depend on p only. It is worth noting that if T is an operator of weak type (1,1) then (1) with T substitued for M^ is automatically true ; moreover, the same holds if T acts continuously from L 1 to U for some r, 0 < r < 1. But this continuity property is not necessary for the inequality of type (1) -besides Af^ , the multiplier M^xz+ m Ihe case of the group T 2 can provide an example. In [7] an interpolation inequality for the l-a last mentioned multiplier was established and then used in the proof of the fact that Z+ x Z+ is massive for C(T 2 ).
Now the problem arises to investigate multipliers satisfying inequalities of type (1). This problem proves to be interesting in itself, so it would be unnatural to restrict ourselves only to multipliers generated by indicator functions. In the sequel we denote by My the multiplier generated by a bounded function x on Z :
def .
(M,/) = xf (this makes sense at least for feL 2^) ). The function x is called the symbol of the multiplier in question. If x = l^ with E c= Z we still write ME for M^.
The paper is divided into two parts. In the first part we describe two classes of multipliers satisfying the inequality of type (1) or a stronger inequality (we shall see that in many cases the Z^-norm of the function / on the right can be replaced by its norm in a wider space, e.g. in U*). The second part is devoted to applications of these results. For example, it is proved there that the set EQ is massive for U (and not only for C(T), as already claimed). Moreover, if we fix some points Ufe, nkG [2 2k ,2 2k+l ] then for every sequence {a^} in ^(Eo) there is a function / in U such that: /(n^) = a^\ |/(n)| ^ |flJ for It is also worth mentioning that in the second part of the paper we give examples of sets massive for C(T) but not for U. One of them is Z_ u{2 k }k^-i, where Z-= Z\Z+. It is easy to see that this set is not massive even for the space of such functions / in C(T) that /(^Qz" is the Fourier series of a continuous function. There is another n^O natural class intermediate between C(T) and £/, namely, the spacê symm °f functions reprcsentable as uniform limits of symmetric partial sums of their Fourier series. Examples of sets massive for C(T) but not for U^ymrn m^ be presented as well. Note that the previous results stating that the class of sequences of Fourier coefficients is « close » to I 2 (beginning with the material cited in the introduction of [7] and finishing by the result mentioned in the preceding paragraph) essentially satisfy the principle «all that is true for C(T) can be done for Usymm also ». Now we introduce some more notation (some have already been introduced in passing): m is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T; ||. ||p is the norm in the space L^w) or Z^A^m), where X is a Banach space, 0 < p < oo (we do not hesitate to use the term «norm » for v the functional /^ 1/l^mj if p < 1); C^ is the subspace of C(T)
consisting of the functions / with f(n) = 0 for n < 0; z is the identity mapping of T.
For a Banach space X, ^(X) denotes the class of X-valued trigonometric polynomials, i.e. of functions g of the form
where x^ e X and the set {n : ^ + 0} is finite. Set 9^(X) = {g e 9(X): the Xn 's in (2) vanish for neZ-}. y-(X) is defined analogously, with Z+ subsituted for Z-. (In other words, ^(JT) and ^_(JT) are the sets of ^-valued analytic and anti-analytic polynomials, respectively.) For 0 < p < oo we denote by /^(X) the closure of ^^W m ^(X^m) and by H J L(X) the closure of ^,(X) in Z^(A',w). If X = C we write simplŷ , ^4, ^-, H^ H^.
The Riesz projections P+ and P-are defined on ^(X) as follows : if g is given by (2) then P+^= £ ^n, P-^= £ ^w-
n^O n<0
It is well-known (see, e.g., [4] , p. 484) that if X is a Hilbert space then P+ and P-can be extended, for 1 < p < oo, to continuous projections of L^X) onto H^X) and IP,(X) respectively, their L P (X)-noTms being bounded by constp 2^-1)~1. Moreover, P+ and P-are of weak type (1,1) if X is a Hilbert space :
for ge^(X), and the same is true for P-(consult the same book [4] , p. 486).
Different constants in estimates for the most part will be denoted by C (with or without indices); the variations of constants from one estimate to another are not always reflected in notation. In applications the case when x'^O) => Z-often occurs (this holds e.g. for x=1^, where EQ is defined in the introduction). We start with considering this case. First we describe a basic interpolation estimate involving J^-functions.
A sequence {/jjk^i of subintervals of the half-line (0,oo) C^l^k^k]) is called separated if there is B > 1 such that the intervals (a^B ~1, bj,B) are mutually disjoint (we also use the term « ^-separated sequence » if we want to name the constant B explicitely).
Let {I^k^i^k^^k^k]) be a separated sequence of intervals and suppose that bj, < a^+i for all k. Set Jo = [0,0i) J^ = (^,^+1) for k ^ 1 and define a function y on Z by setting y(n) = 0 for n < 0, Note that the estimate of Theorem 1 is true for r > 1 as well, but this case is not interesting because My acts in U for r > 1 (see the beginning of the next section). Note also that it is very easy to extend the estimate to all / in W (in this case Myf should be understood as the boundary values of the function ^ ^(n)c^z" analytic in the disc n^o {|z|<l}, €" being the Taylor coefficients of/; if Myf ^ H 5 we agree that ||My/||,=oo). Now we can state an interpolation inequality valid for arbitrary (i.e. not only analytic) functions.
COROLLARY. -Let x be a function on Z with x\Z-= 0. Suppose that for some r < 1 we have ||MJ1|, < C||/||i for all f in ^. If y is from Theorem 1 then for 1 < p < q and f e 9 \\M^f\\, < CJ/II^IIM^/II, 1 -
Indeed, if / e ^ then M^f e ^ and by Theorem 1
It is clear that if ||MJ1|, ^ C|||/|||, /e^ for some norm |1|.||| then the inequality of the corollary holds with ||/||i on the right replaced by Ill/Ill. We shall use this in Part II to prove that certain sets are massive for some spaces smaller than C(T) (actually a little bit more refined inequality will be used). Now we note that the function x = Hd oes satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary by the classical Kolmogorov theorem. The latter has been strenghtened considerably in [15] , namely, it was proved there that ||M^/||, < C,||/||^, 0 < r < 1, where
\\f\\u-= sup^ \fgdm :geU,||g[|^iy.
Thus we obtain the following refinement of inequality (1) of the introduction:
(To prove this, combine the estimate for M^ from [15] Now we give a generalization of Theorem 1. Roughly speaking, it means that on the intervals 7^ we are free to apply again certain multiplier transforms and, moreover, the process can be iterated. This will lead to massive sets of more sophisticated structure.
Define by induction a sequence .s/, of classes of functions on Z. e^o consists of all functions y as in Theorem 1. We say that the collection of intervals {4} mentioned in this theorem is adjusted to y. We assume that the end-points of 4's are in Z+\{0}.
Suppose that we have defined the class ^ and for every function u in ^/j a collection of intervals {4} adjusted to it, where 4 = E^^kL a^, ^6Z+\{0}. Fix such u and {4} and suppose that in each 4 a point Ck and two (finite or empty) systems of intervals {Aj^} and {Aj^} are chosen. Assume further that the end-points of these intervals are integers, Aj^ c: (a^,c J, A^ <= (c^b^\ and that for each fixed k each of the «translated » systems {A^-a^}, {fcj^-A^} is ^-separated with some B independent of k. Let functions y^ and y'^ be constructed by these «translated » systems according to the same rule as y from Theorem 1 was constructed by 4 ' s mentioned there. Of course, the numbers {tj} and {Sj} used in the construction vary from one system to another. But we assume that all of them as well as the constants in the inequalities \Sj\ ^ const min {|^--i I, \tj\} are bounded uniformly in k. Define now a function v:
The collection of all intervals Aj^, A^ is said to be adjusted to v. The class ^,+1 consists of all functions v so obtained.
THEOREM 1 bis. -If ue^/j and r ^ 1 < p < q then \\M^f\\p Ĉ II/II^IIMJII^0
1 for /e^. Here a, 0 < a < 1 depends on j and C does not depend on f.
COROLLARY.
-If x is as in Corollary to Theorem 1 and u e ^/j then \\M^f\\, ^ CII/II^IIM.JIir" for alife^. D
The proof of Theorem 1 bis presented in this article gives a = Oŵ here 9 is from Theorem 1. It is worth noting that, in general, the estimate \\MJ\\p ^ C\\W\\MJ\\^ is the stronger, the greater P is, whatever be a (quasi) norm 111.111. This follows immediately from the fact that to prove this estimate it is sufficient to check it under the additional assumption \MJ\\q = 1, |||/||| ^ 1 (we shall use this fact in the sequel several times). Indeed, suppose that under this assumption we have \\MJ\\p ^ CHI/Hp. Then the same is true with no restrictions on [|[/[[|, because for HI/HI > 1 we have \\MJ\\\ \^vf\\q = 1 < Ill/Ill 3 . Now the homogeneity allows us to get rid of the assumption ||My/||^ = 1 as well.
We shall not need to know the best possible a, though in principle this might be of some interest. Note in this connection that the estimate in Corollary to Theorem 1 remains true with 9 defined by p~1 = Q + (l-Q)q~1. See Sections of Part II for more detail.
1.2. Symbols Bounded away from 0 on Z-. A bounded function x on Z is said to satisfy the Hormander-Mikhlin condition if
We recall that this condition guarantees that M^ is continuous in Zf or 1 < p < oo and is of weak type (1,1) (see the next section for more information). So we can use as « x » in Corollary to Theorem 1 any bounded function satisfying (1) and vanishing on Z-. The function u = xy (for which this Corollary gives the interpolation inequality) in interesting cases does not satisfy any longer the Hormander-Mikhlin condition even if x does. But the Marcinkiewicz condition
is evidently fulfilled if x satisfies (1). Recall (see e.g. [14] ) that, for any bounded function u, (2) implies that M^ acts in L p , but in general the weak type (1,1) inequality fails for such multipliers. The interpolation inequality may fail for them either, as the example of u = ^^k.^>ŝ hows. Indeed, if for this u we had \\MJ\\p ^ C\\f\\\\\MJ\\^~f or some 1 < p < q then My would act in L
IIAfJIIrX E 1/W for every r, 0 < r < oo).
In fact a moment reflection shows that the gap between condition (2) and the condition "u = xy with x satisfying (1) and ye^'Q is rather big. It turns out, nevertheless, that an interpolation inequality follows from the Marcinkiewicz condition provided inf \u(n)\ > 0.
and u satisfies (2) . TTi^i \\MJ\\p p^a il/ll? ll^u/ll^" 01 -^^ 1 < P < (h and a can he any positive number strictly less than Q defined by p~1 = 9 + (1 -Q)q~1.
As it was with Theorem 1, the construction that leads to Theorem 2 can be iterated. Let ^o be the class of all functions u satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Every separated sequence of intervals in Z+ is said to be ajusted to every function in ^o. If for some n the class ĥ as already been defined, takeu in ^ and a sequence {Ii},Ii = [a^fcj adjusted tOM, and suppose that inf{|u(n)| :n^(J/J > 0. Fix a point i Cie [ai,bi] and consider for each? two functions on Z, yi and y[, such that
and the same with y' in place of y. Then consider the functions,
The class ^+1 consists of all functions u obtained in this way. By a system of intervals ajusted to v we mean any system € of intervals such that: (i) for each Ie S there exists ( with either / c= \a^ cj or I c: [cj, h;], and (ii) for each ( the systems {/ -ai: Ie S, I c= [a^cj} and {-I + ^ : 7e^, I c= [cj,&j]} are 5-separated with some B independent ofL THEOREM 2 bis. -Let ue^, 1 < p < q. Then for some C and P, 0 < P < 1, \ve have the interpolation estimate \\M^f\\p Ĉ \\M\\MJ\\^.
1.3.
Commentary. The Plan of the Exposition. In proofs of some theorems stated we repeatedly use the inequality ||.||^ ^ ||.||s for r ^ 5. Thus it is unlikely to be possible to transfer all these theorems to the real line in place of T literally. But of course they can be transferred in some form which is close to literal in simple cases. For example if EQ = (J p 2^2^^ (but this time the intervals are considered in R) k^l def then for the operator M^,Mj^/= (H^/^ we have the estimate
). We do not discuss the case of R any more.
Note also that for the time being the theory considered is essentially one-dimensional: the most natural questions on interpolation inequalities for multipliers in the case of multidimensional tori 1" are open. It is unknown, for example, whether the inequality
s true for M = ^(Z+)H ^d n ^ 3. See [8] for a discussion of this problem. For n = 2 this inequality was proved by the author [7] . See also [1] for some refinements of this inequality still pertaining to the case n = 2.
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 1 bis on the one hand and 2 and 2 bis on the other are based on different ideas and are presented in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. To shorten calculations we prove completely only Theorems 1 and 2. The other two will be verified under many simplifying assumptions, but it will be quite clear how one can get rid of them.
In Section 2 more or less standard facts about multipliers are stated in the form convenient to us. Nothing except these facts is needed to prove Theorems 2 and 2 bis. To the contrary. Theorems 1 and 1 bis are finer. To prove them we shall need an extra inequality discussed in Section 3. The idea of its proof was used (for similar purposes) by the author in [6] and [7] and then by Bourgain [1] .
Note also that Theorems 1 and 1 bis are the most interesting for applications. Theorems 2 and 2 bis are used rather as sources of counterexamples and should be considered as certain complements to the first two. 
the constant depending on C and A only. (The proof of the counterpart of this fact for R in place of T can be found, e.g., in [4] , p. 210-214; for T essentially the same argument works).
It is the last estimate for K that allows one to prove the properties of M^ with x satisfying (1) listed in the beginning of subsection 1.2 (consult [4] , Section 11.5). We have in addition
for feH 1 with C depending only on A and « const» in (2) (see e.g. [2] , p. 581 or [4] ).
Moreover, suppose that {xj is a sequence of functions on Z that satisfy (1) uniformly in ; and assume sup |^(n)| < oo. Define an In [2] it was proved that for a bounded function x satisfying (1) the operator M^ is a multiplier of If for r > 2/3. To prove Theorems 1 and 1 bis we shall need a result of the same kind for arbitrary r > 0. If r is small, (1) should be replaced by a condition requiring greater « smoothness» of the symbol of the multiplier. For us the following result will suffice. Sketch of the proof. -We prove only the 7-T-part of the proposition by reducing it to the counterpart for the real line that can be found in the monograph [4] (Section III.7, Theorem 7.30). Suppose for simplicity that g has compact support (this is sufficient for our purposes but in fact leads to no loss of generality) and extend g by 0 to the negative half-axis. Let F be the inverse Fourier transform of g and f(t) = xW 1 . Then / is the periodization of F:
(the series converges rapidly).
My is the operator of convolution with /, so it is sufficient to prove that for every r-atoma on the unit circle the Z/(T)-norm of a */ is bounded by some constant depending only on a certain number of Cp's. (Consult the same monograph [4] for characterizations of H 1 '-spaces in terms of atoms). (It is probably worth noting that some specific features of the situation we consider make it particularly simple. The above uniform Z/-estimate trivially implies the uniform estimate of functions a*/in the space IT as well, because a *feH 2 for every ratoma in view of the fact that x(n) = 0 for n < 0). Now we can write
RlJ-Ti
If we extend a by 0 to the complement of [-71,71] we obtain an r-atom for the real line and the last expression is nothing but l|fl*^ll^(R)-This is bounded by a constant depending on a finite number of Cp's by the result quoted in the beginning of this proof. D
The next lemma easily follows from the Proposition. The standard argument leading to this theorem (that can be found e.g. in [14] , Chapter IV, Section 5) after iterations gives the analogous result for more general decompositions of Z into intervals. (Cf. also [13] for the case of IR.) We give the precise statement.
Define by induction a class Q) of decompositions of Z into intervals. First we attribute to 2 all decompositions generated by sequences satisfying (3), as above. Next, if DeQ> and D = {[a,, 6,)}, we attribute to Q) all decompositions that can be obtained by further subdivision of intervals [^s,ft,) by some points a^ = ^1,5 < ^2.s < • • • < a^s < fry, < ... < fc^ = bs such that the sequences {aj^~^s}i^j^u ^d {bs~bj^}i^j^v satisfy (3) with C independent of 5 (u and v can depend on s).
Generalized Littlewood-Paley Theorem. Estimate (4) is true for every decomposition of class Q).
As to the proof we note only that in the argument leading to the classical Littlewood-Paley decomposition the Hormander-Mikhlin theorem is ordinarily used. To obtain the generalization just stated by iterating this argument the variant of this theorem for L p (l 2 ,m) mentioned in the preceding subsection should be employed.
The Marcinkiewicz Multiplier
Theorem. This theorem has already been mentioned in Section 1. The Marcinkiewicz condition (inequality (2) in Section 1) is weaker than that of Hormander and Mikhlin but does not guarantee the weak type (1.1) estimate for the multiplier in question. On H 1 we have, however, a substitute for this estimate: if u is a bounded function satisfying (2) of Section 1 and Wj^ = IL^^1) 9 k > 0 then for / e H 1 we havê
Note that this statement is unlikely to have multidimensional counterparts.
We shall need a similar fact for ^-valued functions as well as a variant of the Marcinkiewicz theorem for them. Here is the statement.
Complement to the Marcinkiewicz Theorem. Let {v^} be a sequence of functions on Z satisfying sup |i;,(n)| < oo, sup ^ |i;,(n+l)-t?,(n)| < oo. 
\ f c /
and the analogous estimate with P+(z"^) replaced by P+(z^+^) (the proof of the latter is the same as for (6) and will be omitted). in place of (5). And so on.
Set d^= \v(n)-v(n-\)\
To prove (a) one should repeat with minor changes the standard proof of the Marcinkiewicz theorem (see e.g., [14] , Chapter IV, Section 6 for the latter in the case of R instead of T). . D Let us comment the Corollary. It has just been used that for t > 1 we have |||^|||, ^ ||P^||, ^ C(t)\\\g\\\, for all g, and hence for r > 1 the estimate reduces (to within the constant) to the trivial estimate IIP+^llp ^ l|P+gll?l|P+^lir 9 If r==l . the situation is slightly more complicated, but still the inequality in question can easily be derived from the weak type (1,1) estimate for P+ . But for r < 1 no kind of such argument will work. Thus the conclusion of the Corollary for r < 1 can be considered as a certain substitute for the L ^regularity of P+ .
The main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 3 given below (a «trick» with multiplication by an appropriate outer function) has already been used by the author in [6] (Lemma 1) and [7] (Section 4) for X = C, but sharp estimates (with the exponent 9) were not presented there. It [1] (proposition 4.1) the same trick was employed to prove the counterpart of the Corollary for the Lorentz space L 1 ' 00 (again for X= C):
where 1 < p < q, p~1 = Q + (1 -9)^-1 , \\g\\,^ ^ sup ^m{\g\>^}. \>o
In applications r < 1, p > 1 will always hold.
We emphasize that in Theorem 3 no hypotheses on ^(JO-regularity of P+ are involved. We have formulated Theorems and its corollary for vector-valued functions because this will really be needed in the sequel. But it should be noted that the vector-valued situation presents here no complications compared with the scalar case.
Note also that we can do all of this with H 1 substituted for H 1 -and P-for P+ .
The Proof of Theorem 3. Recall that ^-{X)
is the set of -valued antianalytic polynomials. It is clear that for every c>0 there are g,, g^ in ^{X) such that g -^e^-(J), g -g^e^-W and \\gi\\r^ (l+e)lll^lll., \\g2\\,^ (1+e) 111^111,. Set f= g, -g^ (so fe ^-W). Define a function a on T by a(Q = ^llgi(011x 1 if ll^i(011x > â nd a(Q = 1 if ||^i(z)||^ < ^. Let T be the outer function for which |r| = a a.e. : T = exp(loga + iT^(loga)), where H is the harmonic conjugation operator. It is clear that T/e 7jT_ {X) for all t. We show that with K appropriately chosen the function g^ + T/ is just the representative of the class generated by g whose Z^-norm admits the estimate we want, to within e. We have If] e 63 then there is a unique k = k(j) with (p,(a^) 9^ 0 or (p,(b^)) + 0 (it is possible that the both inequalities hold; recall that 4 = [a^b^). Set M, = 1l(-oo,^)<Pj, ^ = H{^^](P,, w, = l(^4-oo)(p, with fe = k(j).
Fix an integer ^ and a numerical sequence {ay} and consider the sequence {a/^'M^},,^^. This sequence is an P-valued trigo- If, moreover, |a^| < const t^\ for all j e GT, then we get in the same way (by using the variant of Corollary to Theorems with P+ replaced by P_): and again the second factor on the right is majorized by HMy/H 1 " 9 , in virtue of the continuity of the Riesz projection in L^J 2 ) and the inequality I s^ | ^ const min (I ^ 1,14+11) from the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Combining this inequality with (2) and (3) in which we put o^ = sŵ e find ( I iwvi 2 ) ^a/ii^wiir 0 .
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Set now a, = t^ in (3) and a, = r^i in (2). Then (3) and (2) together with the last inequality give f y i
The analogous estimate with Gi or 62 in place of 63 is also true and is much simpler: if j e G^ u 62 then y is constant on the support of (p; and so the desired estimate follows from the Holder inequality and (1). Thus
Since for every neZ+ the relation q^.(n) ^ 0 can hold for at most two adjacent values of 7, we can apply the Littlewood-Paley theorem to the sums over odd and even /s separately to obtain that the term on the left majorizes \\Myf\\p. Q
4.2.
Concerning the Proof of Theorem 1 bis. We restrict ourselves to symbols of class j^i (the further advance is made by repeating the same procedure). Let y and {4} be as in Theorem 1 and let intervals Afcz, ^ki c 4 and functions ^ be such as described in the definition of e^i (for simplicity we assume that c^ from this definition coincides with bk for each k and so there are no intervals Aj^ and functions ^). So we consider the multiplier with symbol a,
We shall prove the interpolation inequality for functions / in ŝ atisfying ||/||, < 1, \\MJ\\q = 1 (see the end of subsection 1.1 for a reduction of the general case to this).
We keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 1. Some estimates obtained in the course of that proof will be used. Let £'=1)4, P = y^E. Y = y ~ P. We can apply Theorem 1 to y and obtain where ^(n) = (pj^^mO 1 "^/)-This is the counterpart of (1) from the proof of Theorem 1 and we apply the procedure used there. Namely, we single out the pairs (j,m) for which at least one of the end-points of some A^ lies in the support of ^-^. Then we apply appropriately Corollary of Theorem 3 to the sum over such pairs, and so on. The result of all this will be IWii^ cii/ii? 2 ,
where 5 = a1^. (9 2 appears because, in contradistinction to (1), the exponent 6 is already present in (5) where w^(n) = Wfc(n-a^), Wj, = ^nr^A^1) an(^ ^ > 1 is fixed in advance.
The further manipulations are analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 2 after estimate (3). Namely, the Z^-norm of the « quadratic function » in the left-hand term of (5) is majorized by \\M^M^f\\q which is less than or equal to C\\Myf\\q = C. Then we «interpolate » between this estimate and (5), and so on. At last we arrive at the inequality \\M^f\\p ^ CH/lll for some P, 0 < P < 1. Combining this with the first estimate of (4) we complete the proof. D
PART II. APPLICATIONS
1. General results.
1.1. The Statement. Our aim is to prove a general theorem connecting interpolation inequalities and massiveness of some sets. Let X be a Banach space of functions on the circle continuously embedded into L°°(T) (in applications X will be continuously embedded even into C(T) 
1.2.
Another «Axiom ». To prove Theorem 4 we follow more or less closely the scheme presented in [7] . This scheme should, however, be modified to give the «exact interpolation» by Fourier coefficients with respect to {v[^}, as stated. To make the appropriate modification it is convenient to introduce another « axiom ».
A2. There exist C, a, 0 < a < 1 and p, 1 < p < 2 such that for every / in X^ there is a function h in L 2 with Ph = / and
It is clear that A2 is implied by Al. In fact A2 is strictly weaker than Al but we do not dwell on presenting a counterexample. ndeed, the second inequality is valid because X is continuously embedded into I^OT). To prove the first one write down Wp ^ C\\Fg\\^\\g\\^ and note that \\g\\^\\g\\^ for g in G.
Thus the subspace {Fg: g e G} of X* is norm-closed and reflexive. Hence it is closed in the topology a(X*,X) as well (because its ball is weakly compact, thus a(X*,X) compact and thus a(X*,X) closed). Consequently this space coincides with its bipolar that is nothing but the annihilator of Z. So we have : every functional F on X vanishing on Z is of the form Fg for some g e G. In [7] a similar statement was given (Theorem 3 there), but it involved an axiom of type Al in place of A2.
Proof. -Let a and p be from A2, ^"^p'^l. If ^|c^ ^l then the Khintchine inequality implies that for some c^ = ± 1 we have \\F\\q ^ const for F= Ss^cp^, where the constant depends on d> and q. only. We show that this F can be represented as F = G + H with all the properties we need.
The existence of the above decomposition with \\G\\^ ^ t, \\H\\^ ^ 8 is equivalent to the relation F e 2?i + B^ where B^ is the ball of radius t in X and B^ is the ball of radius 5 in X^ (both centered at 0). The set 2?i + 2?2 is convex and has nonempty interior in X^. Thus by the separation theorem applied in this space the relation F e B^ + B^ will be established if we prove the following claim.
Let / e X^ and suppose that (2) sup^ \\(b^b^)Jdm : b, e B,, b^cB^^l', then Ffdm\ ^ 1/2. One cannot hope to replace C(T) by a much smaller space (as U) in Theorem 6. We discuss two examples in the cases j = 0 and j = 1.
The relation H^e^o means that E =) Z_ and E n Z+ is the union of mutually disjoint intervals (note that a one-point set is also an interval) so that for each n the number of their end-points in [2",2"~1] does not exceed some constant independent of n. In particular, the set Z-u {2"}^i = F satisfies D^e^o-Consider the space X, X = {feC(J): P+/eC(T)}, supplied with the norm \\f\\x = ||/||oo + IIIP+/IL. It is clear thatF is not ^-massive (because ^[/'(2")| < oo for every function/ in X with f(k) = 0 for k i F). Thus F is not massive for U as well.
There is one more rather « popular » space (besides X) lying between C(T) and U. It consists of the functions / whose symmetric partial
